Cutis marmorata telangiectatica congenita: report of two persistent cases.
Cutis marmorata telangiectatica congenita (CMTC) is defined as a localized or generalized reticulated, blue-violet vascular network in skin that is present at birth. The evolution is characterized by rapid improvement within 2 years. Rarely the lesions do not improve very much with age. Few reports include long-term follow-up of CMTC. We report two patients with persistent CMTC, including one with nervous breakdown and failure of laser treatment. The cause and incidence of persistent CMTC is unknown. Parents can be counseled that over time the lesions of CMTC may or not improve. There seems to be no predictive clinical sign. CMTC is usually a benign condition and therapy is rarely discussed. Treatment of persistent CMTC seems difficult and the effectiveness of laser therapy needs to be evaluated.